Abstract The goal of Aspect-Oriented Requirements Engineering is to identify possible crosscutting concerns, and to develop composition specifications, which can be used to reason about potential conflicts in the requirements. Recent work in AORE has moved from a syntactic approach to composition, which leads to fragile compositions and increased coupling between aspect and base concerns, to a semantic composition approach, based on semantics of the natural language itself. However, such compositions are at present only informally specified, and as such precise conflict detection between the requirements compositions is difficult. We present an approach for the formalisation of these semantic-based compositions which means that logical conflicts between compositions can be precisely identified and understood semantically. We show that the approach can be supported by off-the-shelf tools, meaning it is scalable and feasible for even large requirements specifications.
Introduction
Aspect-Oriented Requirements Engineering (AORE) supports the identification and specification of crosscutting concerns at the requirements level, including their compositions with other concerns. This enables the identification of mutual influences and trade-offs by reasoning over these compositions.
However, most current AORE composition mechanisms specify compositions based on syntactic references to requirements, such as direct references to requirement identifiers [1, 2] or use case elements [3] . For example, a composition may have a pointcut 1 which refers to a particular (named or numbered) extension point in another use case. Our recent work [4] has shown that this leads to several problems, including pointcut fragility, a lack of expressiveness and a loss of information concerning the intent of the stakeholders and the requirements engineer.
This can also severely limit the benefit we gain in the area of conflict detection. If compositions are specified on syntactic elements, this means that conflicts will also be syntactically based, and suffer from the same fragilitythat is, discovered conflicts become unstable when the requirements are changed. Also, it can be difficult to understand the semantics of a conflict, as the knowledge that compositions affect each other at a particular syntactic reference does not yield any explicit semantics as to how they impact each other. Finally, more subtle conflicts may exist between the compositions, even when they do not constrain the same requirements. For example, one set of constraints may put the system in such a state that a different set of constraints-applying to separate requirements-no longer make sense. Discovering this sort of conflict is very difficult with a syntactic-based technique.
To combat these problems, we have proposed an expressive composition approach based on the grammatical syntax and semantics of the natural language, called the Requirements Description Language (RDL) [4] . Using the RDL, compositions can be specified using natural-language operators, allowing engineers a semantically rich vocabulary instead of pure syntax. Composition pointcuts can be specified using not only the syntactical elements of a natural language requirement statement (such as Subject, Object etc.), but also the semantic information such as the verb type or the level of strength of the requirement (e.g. Must or May). The result of the composition can be specified using semantically meaningful verb-based operators (based on those in [5] ) such as affiliate, retain and maintain. Similarly, the mechanics of the composition can be specified using conditional or temporal operators (such as before and along).
The advantage of using semantically meaningful natural language operators is that the composition mechanism encourages the engineer to think in terms of the system rather than a requirements document when specifying compositions. This preserves the intent of the requirements engineer and stakeholders and enables intuitive semantic reasoning for a speaker of the natural language, as well as significantly reducing pointcut fragility.
This means that conflict detection can be performed on the basis of the semantics of the requirements and their compositions, rather than merely their syntactic references. In addition to making conflict detection much more robust in the presence of change, this should enable us to detect more subtle semantic conflicts and derive the meaning of a conflict much more readily, such that the compositions can be reviewed and emended.
However, there are substantial challenges which must be met before these benefits can be appropriated. Most of these challenges are due to the fact that the semantics of the compositions are specified using natural language verbs, whose precise semantics are often unintuitive or ambiguous. We require a method of precisely capturing the semantics of natural language operators, mapping them to specific requirements and expressing their composition in an unambiguous way such that conflicts can be found.
In order for these challenges to be met, the composition mechanism must have a formal underpinning, such that the natural language semantics in the compositions can be unambiguously understood. Moreover, we must have a method of performing conflict detection with these formalised compositions, such that semantic conflicts can be identified and their meaning readily understood.
In this paper, we present the following contributions:
1. A framework for the formalisation of the natural language-based compositions using predicate logic including explicit temporal elements, following work by Allen et al. [6, 7] on actions and events, 2. The mapping of semantic roles to syntactic natural language elements as part of this formalisation, 3. A guided approach to the detection of conflicts between these formalised compositions, with the inclusion of automated elements to improve the feasibility and scalability of the approach.
We demonstrate these contributions using a proof-ofconcept example and show that the approach is feasible due to the use of off-the-shelf tools to perform the analysis. We show the benefits of semantic conflict detection, including the fact that the conflicts have inherent semantics which can be clearly inferred and the ability to detect more subtle interactions.
The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. We begin by presenting an introduction to semantics-based AORE in Sect. 2, including the RDL on which our work is based. We outline our formal conflict detection approach in Sect. 3, including the initial formalisation of RDL compositions. We evaluate the conflict detection process based on a non-trivial auction system in Sect. 4 , including how we have automated part of the conflict detection process in order to improve scalability. We draw conclusions from these results as to the efficacy of our approach in Sect. 5. Section 6 examines related work, and Sect. 7 outlines our future plans. Section 8 concludes the paper.
Problem statement

Natural language requirements
According to a recent survey [8] , unconstrained natural language (UNL) is still the most predominant medium of requirements specifications, with 71.8% of documents provided for requirements analysis written in it. However, despite this fact, RE research in composition techniques has mainly focused on graphical representations [9] [10] [11] [12] and formally specified [13] requirements. This leaves a large set of requirements documents which cannot be analysed, composed, and reasoned about without expending a prohibitive effort on re-formatting them into one or the other model. Thus, the focus of this work is on treatment of such natural language documents. In particular, we look at development of a formal, stable, semantics-based (in terms of natural language semantics, i.e. meaning) rather than syntax-based (e.g. in terms of referencing model element ids or names) composition mechanism for requirements expressed in UNL. The benefits of our approach are thus in treating natural language text without expending the effort of converting it into any other visual/structural model for conflict detection. 2 Moreover, even in cases where requirements are represented via models, many current RE approaches lack welldeveloped mechanisms for exploring and expressing the relationships between these modularised requirements artefacts (or, in other words, composing these artefacts). Expressing these relationships is essential for understanding the mutual influences of the requirements artefacts, resolving the possible trade-offs between them, and, later on, selecting the viable architecture for the system. In the small number of cases where a current approach provides composition support, the composition is normally intertwined with the actual modularisation process and/or structure of the modules as it is mostly expressed via syntactic references to the module structure (e.g. references to the requirement ids or naming conventions). This results in a number of problems, such as
• composition fragility-whereby even a small change in the structure of the modules, such as addition or removal of a single requirement, invalidates the relationships expressed in the compositions. The classical goal-based approaches [14, 15] , as well as many newly emerging AORE works [1, 3, 16] provide prominent examples of this problem, as we will show below. For instance, for the goal-based work [14, 15] , the goal decomposition tree is built by decomposing the given goal into sub-goals and, at the same time, evaluating their contributions to the higher-level goal and other goals of the graph. Consequently, a change in the structure of a goal necessitates a re-evaluation of the contributions (i.e. compositions) of all its sub-goals; • the need for pre-processing requirements into a specific structure, whereby each point to be used for composition must be manually pre-defined. For instance, to define a composition for use cases, the use case steps have to be refined and carefully numbered to expose the step at which other use case could extend it; • the requirement of some prior knowledge of all possible useful compositions. If, during the structuring activity described above, some potential compositions were not expected, the initial structure may need to be changed in order to handle such a composition. For instance, a use case step may need to be refined into a set of finergrained steps, one of which can then be extended with a relevant composition. Further discussion on issues of syntax-based composition is provided in [4] .
Syntactic-based AORE compositions
Until recently, work on aspect composition in AORE has been based on syntactic references to requirements in the base. 3 For example, recent approaches specify compositions based on direct references to requirement identifiers [1, 2] or use case elements [3] .
An example of the approach in [2] is shown in Fig. 1 . 4 The Customer viewpoint (a) and the CacheAccess aspect (b) are specified by a unique name and consist of a set of requirements and sub-requirements. Each requirement has a unique identification number within the scope of its enclosing viewpoint or aspect. Here, the caching composition (c) links theCacheAccess aspect (b) with theCustomer viewpoint (a). Note that the composition specifies which requirements it applies to using the syntactic referencesviewpoint=''Customer'' andid=''1''-that is, requirement number 1 in the Customer viewpoint (line 4 in (c)).
Our recent work [4] has highlighted the problems endemic to these syntactic-based AORE approaches. In addition to being cumbersome and difficult to construct, compositions based on syntactic elements suffer from two major problems.
First, compositions are specified on the basis of the structure of the requirements document rather than on the semantics of the requirements themselves. Although the structure of a requirements document can carry important semantic information, this information is difficult to divine from the composition itself. For example, in Fig. 1 , the semantics of the composition in (c) are that the cache access functionality specified in the CacheAccess aspect should be provided for the room reservation and rate viewing requirement of the Customer viewpoint. However, as all elements within this composition are specified by syntactic references, namely their unique names and ids, this semantic cannot be inferred from the composition alone.
Second, syntactic composition models suffer from pointcut fragility, as changes in the base requirements or their numbering can invalidate aspect compositions. For example, if a further requirement is added to the Customer viewpoint, or if the CacheAccess aspect is renamed, the composition may refer to incorrect or non-existent semantic elements, and therefore becomes useless. This can lead to extra work for the requirements engineer, as every time a modification or an addition is made, all aspect compositions must be re-evaluated.
Conflict detection in syntactic-based AORE
AORE approaches have been recognised [17] as being highly beneficial for the detection and handling of conflicts between concerns. The separation of crosscutting concerns and their composability means that combinations of concerns can be reasoned about explicitly and the ability for trade-off analysis is enhanced. We may identify where compositions interact, perhaps by applying contradictory constraints to the same requirements; or more subtle interactions such as putting the system into a state in which another composition cannot apply.
In the ARCADE approach [2] , conflict detection proceeds by first composing all the concerns and aspects (using the rules specified in the compositions) to find requirements which are constrained by multiple aspects. Once this has been done, the requirements engineer must decide whether this conflict is positive, negative, or neutral, and then decide on the severity of the conflict using a weighting based on ''fuzzy values'' such as Very Important, Not So Important and so on. This is a rigorous process, but it does not achieve the full benefit of conflict detection possible in AORE. As the compositions are specified syntactically, only conflicts based on common syntactic references are found. This has two issues-first, changes in the syntactic structure of the document means that the conflict detection process has to be redone from scratch. This could quickly become infeasible with a large number of compositions.
Second, more subtle conflicts which are based on constraints applying to different requirements are not found. For example, consider a constraint imposed by a security composition, which states that all usernames sent over a network to a particular server must be encrypted. This would impact all client-side requirements which send usernames to a server. Now consider a constraint imposed by a logging composition, which states that the server must be able to log which users are accessing the system in a human-readable form. These two compositions would be unlikely to impact the same set of requirements, but they would cause a potential conflict, based on the shared access to the username. However, this would be difficult to detect in a large document, especially while taking the approach described above. That is, detecting and resolving this kind of conflict requires more than an examination of which requirements are constrained by more than one composition.
Another problem with the syntactic-based approach is that the semantics of the conflict are not obvious. The engineer may be able to manually inspect the aspects and viewpoints of the system to decide the meaning of the conflict and the impact it has, but the compositions themselves yield little semantic information. Again, with large numbers of compositions and conflicts, this would quickly become cumbersome and infeasible.
Semantics-based AORE
The development of semantics-based compositions for AORE [4] has done much to ameliorate the issues we have just described. If the requirements are specified in naturallanguage text, we can use the RDL and a rich vocabulary of natural language operators to specify concerns and their compositions. These compositions can be specified both on the syntax of the natural language and on the semantics of the requirements. This enables a requirements engineer to specify the semantics of a composition using natural language operators, which retains his or her intent, and reduces pointcut fragility. We illustrate the RDL using the example concern in Fig. 2 , which describes the requirements pertinent to the ''Customer'' concern in a hotel booking system.
RDL
In natural language, a sentence is considered the highestranking unit of grammar [18] . Thus, we utilize a sentence and its main constituents-subject, verb, and object-to form RDL elements. One or more sentences make up a Requirement (see line 2 of Fig. 2) .
A Requirement is a description of a service the stakeholders expect of the system, the system behaviour, and constraints and standards that it should meet [19] . The requirements specified using the RDL are annotated natural language sentences. Requirements can be of any textual form, but in order for compositions to match the requirements accurately, RDL allows the requirements to be broken down into their constituent part-of-speech elements (such as Subject and Relationship), with semantic tags where appropriate (such as semantics=''Decide''). This can be done automatically with the EA-Miner tool [20] . Each requirement may contain one or several clauses [18] . Each clause contains sub-elements for Subject, Relationship and optionally for Object(s).
A Subject (see line 4 of Fig. 2 ) is the entity that undertakes actions described within the requirement clause, in this case ''customer''. Subject in our RDL corresponds to the grammatical subject in the clause. In order to support interaction (i.e. composition) specifications involving a subject denoted with different words representing the same semantics, a set of synonymous definitions must be provided. These synonyms could be provided either through a standard synonym dictionary or per project through project specific dictionaries.
An Object (see line 9) is the entity which is being affected by the actions undertaken by the subject of the requirement sentence, or in respect to which the actions are undertaken, in this case ''room type''. Object in our RDL corresponds to the grammatical object in the clause. Usage and properties of an Object are very similar to those of the Subject. However, in a requirement there could be several objects associated with (affected by) a single subject. Relationship (see line 5) depicts the action performed (state expressed) by the subject on or with regards to its object(s), in this case ''select''. Relationships can be expressed by any of the verbs or verb phrases in natural language. Using Dixon's verb categories [5] , we classify relationships into a set of types and their more specific subtypes. In our example, the verb ''select'' is a ''Mental Action'' of sub-type ''decide''. The various relationship categories derived from Dixon's verb classification are detailed in [4, 21] .
It must be noted that we do not suggest that all semantics of a requirement can be reduced to SubjectRelationship-Object constructs (SRO). Indeed, elsewhere we are looking at other element of requirements such as degree of importance (i.e. which requirements are more urgent compared to others) or quality satisfaction, among others. However, we suggest that SROs are the main elements with respect to which the rest of the requirement semantics are formulated. Thus, SROs are the elements which participate in relation with other requirements and are qualified, constrained or otherwise defined by both single requirement semantics and the inter-requirements dependencies. Such semantics and dependencies can be defined in the RDL compositions as detailed in [4] .
One or more requirement elements are encapsulated within a concern which is a module for encapsulating requirements pertaining to a specific matter of interest (e.g. selling and account management). A concern can be simple (containing only requirements), or composite (containing other concerns as well as requirements). Each concern is identified by its name, in this case ''Customer'' (line 1).
Concerns such as these can be composed using RDL compositions. These compositions are produced by the requirements engineer with the help of the EA-Miner tool [20] , which shows potential early aspects (which can be represented by compositions) and the requirements to which they apply.
An example RDL composition is presented in Fig. 3 . This performs a similar role to the ARCADE example presented in Fig. 1 -that is, accessing the cache when frequently accessed data is requested. The composition is made up of three core elements: Base, which describes the requirements which are to be constrained by the composition; Constraint, which describes the requirements that specify the constraint to be imposed; and Outcome, which describes the result of the composition.
Note that the way these requirements are matched is by the semantics and structure of the textual requirements themselves, rather than any syntactic structure imposed by the requirements document. The matching requirements is specified using a series of key-value pairs connected by logical operators, which can reference any element in the RDL concerns-be that top-level elements such as Concern and Requirement, part-of-speech elements or semantic tags. Note that the composition does not rely on requirements identifiers or similar syntactic elements present in the requirements document to specify which requirements it applies to, but on the semantic structure of the requirements themselves.
Similarly, the composition provides extra semantic information in its operators-hereapply,meets andsatisfied-to specify the mechanism and the outcome of the composition:
• The constraint operator,apply (line 3), states that the concern in question (that is, any concerns which involve looking things up in the cache) must be applied to the base at a certain point. There are several potential constraint operators based on an adaptation of the natural language verb categories proposed by Dixon [5] .
• The base operator defines the point at which the constraint is applied. Here, this is defined by the temporal operatormeets (line 7), which means that the cache lookup happens just before the accessing of the frequently used data. There are several temporal operators available which represent ordering (before, after etc.) as well as overlapping and concurrent operators (along, finishes, starts etc.). In addition, conditional and unconditional operators such asif andifNot are available to use.
• The outcome operator defines the final result of the composition. Here, the requirements which deal with the updating of the cache must besatisfied (line 11) as a result of this composition.
We will return to the details of the RDL when we describe our approach in Section 3. Here it is sufficient to note that RDL compositions are semantically meaningful and more expressive in their definitions than syntax-based composition mechanisms.
Conflict detection in semantics-based AORE
This semantics-based approach to AORE compositions means a much greater potential benefit for conflict detection. In comparison with the syntactic approach we outlined before, the RDL composition definitions contain within them the semantics of the compositions, rather than references to the syntax of the requirements document. This means that we should have the ability to infer the semantics of the conflicts from that of the compositions which are in conflict. Moreover, the conflicts are likely to be robust, as syntactic or structural changes to the requirements document should not affect the validity of the compositions, nor of conflicts between them. Finally, and as we will show, semantics-based compositions give us the potential to find subtle interactions between the compositions. That is, irrespective of whether the constraints apply to the same requirements or not, we can more readily see the semantic state in which the composition leaves the requirements and thus determine whether this state precludes the application of another composition.
However, this more expressive composition mechanism brings with it natural challenges for reasoning and analysis. For example, specifying compositions semantically facilitates conflict detection and analysis at a semantic level. In a syntactic system, certain classes of conflicts are very straightforward to identify-if two or more compositions apply to the same (numbered) requirement, then a conflict may occur. However, in the RDL, the pointcut language is much richer than syntactic elements such as requirements numbers, and thus conflict detection can be more difficult. To illustrate this, consider two compositions, with base semantic queries of verb semantic=''affiliate'' and: subject=''user'' and relationship=''join'' respectively. Do these two compositions match the same requirements? If so, which ones?
Once we have detected a potential conflict, a further difficulty arises in determining how the conflict will manifest itself. Dealing in operators based on natural language verbs enables the requirements engineer to specify his or her intent much more clearly, but it also makes the precise semantics of conflicts difficult to determine. For example, consider two further compositions, which we present here in part:
If we have convinced ourselves that these two compositions apply to the same requirement r, the nature of their interaction is far from intuitive. The temporal operator in the CarryComposition composition means that carrying must start at the same time as r; similarly, ThrowComposition requires throwing to end at the same time as r. Is this a conflict? We could conceive of a situation where something is carried, and then thrown, rendering these two compositions co-operative; but it is also conceivable that the act of carrying might preclude the act of throwing. Conflict analysis therefore depends on the semantics of the two temporal base operators and the two verb-base constraint operators, which is unclear from the two compositions themselves.
This same difficulty-of determining precise semantics from potentially ambiguous natural language-rears its head when progressing from requirements to later stages in the development lifecycle. It has been shown that RDL compositions can be used to drive mappings to system architecture [22] . It is acknowledged that the semantics of the constraint operators play a large part in guiding the system architect on how roles taken by elements in the system interact. However, the constraint operators do not have an explicit counterpart in the architecture description language proposed in [22] , as it is difficult to specify precisely what the constraint operator means and what impact it has on the architecture. Therefore, although the engineer's intentionality is partly preserved across the lifecycle, we so far lack the precision to be able to unambiguously retain complete intentional information.
Therefore, the semantics-based approach to AORE compositions, while affording great power and expressiveness and presenting many advantages to the software developer in the effort of conflict detection, raises some interesting challenges which must be met if these advantages are to be fully harvested. What is required is a method of formalising the AORE compositions, such that natural language operators can be expressed in a logical framework which precisely captures their semantics, while also allowing semantic conflict detection. We now present our approach to formalising the compositions and thus meeting the research challenges.
3 Formal approach
Assumptions
In our work it is expected that requirements are defined in UNL, i.e. language used in normal day-to-day communication. RDL-based tools, such as EA-Miner [20] , are able to automatically convert any UNL document to RDL with a high degree of semantic accuracy. However, the quality of the RDL specification and the validity of the compositions are dependent on the form of the documents we consider. The ideal form is a structured requirements specification, with lists of well-defined requirements or use case scenarios with the steps written in natural language. Documents from earlier on in the requirements gathering lifecycle-such as interview transcripts or ethnographic studies-may need initial analysis and restructuring to develop them into an appropriate specification for conversion to RDL.
Presently there is a debate in the requirements engineering community on the benefits and trade-offs of using UNL versus constrained natural language (CNL) [23] . It is noted that there are trade-offs between the simplicity of writing requirements in UNL and difficulty in interpreting them later on due to the ambiguities and complexities present in UNL [24, 25] . On the other hand, some research suggests that CNLs are unnatural to read and write with [26] though they help in ambiguity reduction; and that writing requirements with CNL is more time-consuming [27] , and their use requires a major training effort for all those who write requirements [28] . Despite this informative debate, our main motivation for choosing to work with UNL is based on its widespread use. Furthermore, since a CNL is always a simplified subset of UNL, the composition mechanism developed for a UNL will also be applicable to its constrained subsets. Nevertheless, we also expect that when writing a requirements document with a UNL, all effort will be made to follow good practice of writing requirements [29] .
Formalising compositions
In order to detect conflicts within aspect-oriented requirements documents, we require a method of formally representing RDL compositions. Our approach has as its basis a first order predicate logic specification of a generic composition. Building a composition is a matter of substituting the elements of the generic composition formula with specific elements of a particular composition. We envisage that the elements can be taken from a library of predefined semantics based on the set of natural language operators. These operators may have multiple defined semantics based on the particular context and nuance of their usage, and so we expect the user to be able to decide in such a circumstance. As we will show, the effort required to produce these compositions is kept to a minimum by the ability to automate much of the process.
Overview of composition process
Informally, a composition applies the requirements or concerns described by the constraint semantic query to the requirements or concerns described by the base semantic query under the conditions of the base operator; while at the same time ensuring that the constraint operator's semantic is correctly established and that the conditions of the outcome's semantic query are upheld (if they exist), under the conditions of the outcome operator. This can be formally specified using the following formula, which shows the application of Constraint 
This generic formula can hold for all RDL compositions, either in this form or in a compound form in the case of compositions with multiple constraints (e.g. the ManageBidComposition in Appendix A.4). In this case, we introduce extra bound variables and Matches predicates for the additional RDL elements. The appropriate elements and operators can therefore be substituted in to this generic formula, a mechanism which means that the process can benefit from automation.
In order to make this formulation useful, we need to define the behaviour of the operators b, c and x. Moreover, the result of the Matches predicate will vary depending on the class of the semantic query. It is to these issues we will turn now.
Formalisation example
We will illustrate the formalisation of a composition using a running example, that of the EnrolComposition composition from the auction example we will explore more thoroughly in Sect. 4:
We will also draw on examples from other compositions within the same system, which can be found in Appendix A.
Semantic queries
Semantic queries can draw from a rich vocabulary of possible annotations provided by the RDL to select requirements:
Concern Matches all requirements which describe a particular concern. SRO Matches requirements which have the specified Subjects, Objects or Relationships. Verb Matches the type (e.g. MOTION) or semantic (e.g. Throw) of the verb relationship. Degree Matches the strength of the relationship or level of relevance in terms of type (e.g. MAXIMIZER) or semantic (e.g. Must). Sequencing Matches the particular sequence of requirements which need ordering in terms of type (e.g. BETWEEN) or semantic (e.g. Prior).
Semantic queries are represented as logical predicates describing the requirements that are matched. These semantic queries can be combined using standard operators such as and and or. All variables are bound using quantifiers which are derived from the structure of the query. Most of the time this will be the universal quantifier, as the composition is designed to constrain all of the requirements it matches. For example, the Concurrency Composition (shown in Section A.3) has the base query ''all concerns where relationship=''bid'' OR (relationship=''increase'' AND object=''credit'')''. This can be translated into the following first-order logic proposition:
In the case of our Enrol example, the semantic queries for both the constraint and the base use the Concern annotation, meaning that all requirements associated with the named concerns should be matched. The Base operator matches all concerns, and thus can be represented by Vr. The Constraint operator matches all requirements which belong to the Enrol concern. As for the Outcome element, the ensure operator takes no semantic query, and can be omitted from the EnrolComposition formalisation. Thus we can begin to formulate our EnrolComposition composition: EnrolComposition 8r; s:ðConcernðsÞ ¼ ''Enrol''Þ ! bðs; rÞ^xðcðsÞ; tÞ ð 2Þ
Base operators
Base operators can take several forms, both temporal and non-temporal, as specified in [30] . The temporally specified operators are based on Allen's temporal relations [6, 7] , which specify relations between time periods. To apply this to requirements, we specify a function Time(X) for every requirement X which captures the time period of a requirement being satisfied, and thus we are able to specify the temporal relationships between requirements. The benefit of explicit time periods, as opposed to implicit time as in Linear Temporal Logic (LTL), is that concepts such as concurrency and overlapping can be expressed much more succinctly. Although the base operators include realtime information, we do not currently offer explicit support for real-time temporal reasoning. Conflicts between temporal periods are based on axiomatic reasoning, which we will explain further in Sect. 3.3. The operator Meets is axiomised in [7] , and is used to represent the end of one time period signifying the beginning of another. Using the symbolism t-to represent the beginning time point of a period t and t ? to represent the ending time point, Meets(s,t) ?s ? = t-. In the following definitions, we use the shorthand k = i ? j to represent the concatenated time period such that kÀ ¼ i À^kþ ¼ j þ^Meetsði; jÞ: Using this axiom, we can define the temporal base operators as shown in Fig. 4 .
Conditional and unconditional operators are specified differently, as they are not temporally constrained. Instead we introduce a function Satisfied(X) to denote that a requirement X is satisfied without having to say anything about its temporal nature. We therefore have a complete library of base operators, which can be substituted mechanically into the generic formula in order to begin the formalisation of an RDL composition. To apply this to our example, we note that for the EnrolComposition composition, the base operator b is 5 The formal semantics of the indicative conditional-that is, the intuitive understanding of the natural language statement ''if A then B''-is one of the classic unsolved problems in formal logic. Here we make no attempt to add to this literature, but instead present a formulation which captures what we require to be true for a composition to be correctly applied-in the case of ''if'', that either both requirements are satisfied, or neither of them are.
''before''. In this case, the semantic query representing the base concern is ''all concerns''. Therefore, the Matches(b,r) relation applies to all requirements in all concerns, and we can refine (2) to: EnrolComposition 8r; s; t:ðConcernðsÞ ¼ ''Enrol''Þ ! Beforeðs; rÞ^xðcðsÞ; tÞ ð 3Þ
We can thus apply our temporal operator definitions to further refine the formal definition of EnrolComposition: EnrolComposition 8r; s; t:ðConcernðsÞ ¼ ''Enrol''Þ ! 9k:MeetsðTimeðsÞ; kÞ Meetsðk; TimeðrÞÞ^xðcðsÞ; tÞ ð4Þ
Constraint operators
Constraint operators are formalised using three separate semantics: a match semantic, a time semantic and a verb semantic. These semantics are combined in the composition definition. Here, we will explain the rationale behind the three semantics, and how they can be combined. Match semantic. Constraint operators are specified using English verbs, an adaptation of the semantic categorisation proposed by Dixon [5] . These verbs are specified in terms of semantic roles which are inherent to the action in question. For example, in the verbs concerning communication, roles include Speaker, Addressee, Message and Medium. In order to specify what it means for a particular operator to be specified within the context of a requirement, we specify several predicates on the requirement pertaining to the roles which are applicable to a certain verb type.
However, the requirements are specified not in terms of semantic roles, but in terms of natural language elementsthat is, syntactic roles such as Subject, Object etc. We therefore need to match these semantic roles to the natural language elements within the requirements such that we can establish that the semantic is satisfied. To do this, we introduce several predicates on a requirement which map the natural language roles, such as Subject, TransitiveSubject, Object, IndirectObject and PrepositionalPhrase. With these in place, we can define a match semantic (based on the insights in [5] ) which maps elements in syntactic roles to their semantic equivalent.
This match semantic can include several options for the match, due to the flexibility of the English language. For example, in our EnrolComposition example, the verb affiliate has two main semantic roles-Member and Group. However, these roles can be assigned to different syntactic elements. An English speaker might say ''Jane joined a club'', in which case the Subject (Jane) is the Member and the Object (club) is the Group. However, the same sentiment can be expressed as ''The club was joined by Jane'', in which the placement of the roles are reversed. This ambiguity can be expressed in the match semantic 8r:AffiliateðrÞ ! 9m; g; c:MemberðmÞ^GroupðgÞĈ auserðcÞ^ðSubjectðrÞ ¼ m^ObjectðrÞ ¼ gÞ _ ðSubjectðrÞ ¼ g^ObjectðrÞ ¼ mÞ When the match semantic is used to identify semantic roles within matching requirements, this ambiguity needs to be resolved. This could involve the input from a human speaker, but we can also use the Wmatrix tool [31] , which uses Natural-Language Processing techniques to assign semantic and part-of-speech tags to words within a sentence. The accuracy of this semantic tagging within Wmatrix is around 92% [31] . This automated technique is particularly useful for large documents, where we wish to reduce the effort of creating the formalisations as much as possible.
Verb semantic. With a match semantic in place, we then define two further semantics-the verb semantic and the time semantic. The time semantic defines the temporal structure of the action in terms of the conditions true before, during and after the action, without specifying the actual nature of these conditions. The verb semantic defines what these conditions are, but says nothing about their temporal structure. Satisfaction of the semantic is therefore equivalent to satisfying these conditions in both the verb and the time semantic. We follow [7] in separating the two semantics, the advantage of which is the ability to reason separately about the temporal and semantic nature of the verb without unnecessary entanglement.
The verb semantic defines the operation of the verb in terms of the semantic roles defined in [5] . Predicates are defined to express the semantics of the verb and how the semantic roles are changed or affected by the verb. The set of defined verbs which can be used as constraint operators is based on that in [5] , as extended in [4] . This mapping of English verbs to verb classes means that the scope of the formalisation approach is vastly reduced, and the process of substituting an appropriate formalisation for a constraint operator becomes mechanical and automatable. As previously stated, if a verb can take multiple meanings dependent on context, the user can choose from a catalogue of potential semantics. The advantages and disadvantages of this approach will be discussed in Sect. 5.
In our EnrolComposition example, we define a binary predicate In for the affiliate verb which specifies whether someone is in a group. The specifics of this predicate can be detailed if necessary, but for the purposes of conflict detection we need only know whether the satisfaction of the predicate negates that of other predicates used in the compositions we are analysing. We will return to this in Sect. 4 .
The verb semantic can be expressed using predicates which refer to the pre-conditions (pre), post-condition (post) and invariants (inv) of the action, as well as a predicate to specify conditions that are true during the action (con). The affiliate relationship has the following verb semantic: This means that requirements which describe an affiliation action have the pre-condition that the Member is not in the Group, and the post-condition that the Member is in the Group.
Time semantic. The time semantic defines the temporal structure of the action defined by the constraint operator. This is crucial due to the difference in English between stative and dynamic verbs, and variations thereof.
Stative verbs tend to describe a change of state, such as believe, love and contain. When these actions happen, their post-condition-that someone believes something or a box contains a ball-holds true immediately, as they describe a change of state.
Dynamic verbs describe an action which can begin, end and change, such as play, run and move. In this case, the temporal structure can be quite different. For example, if John plays tennis, the pre-condition (that he is not playing tennis) holds until he starts playing; the condition that he is playing tennis holds while the action is ongoing; and the pre-condition holds again when he stops playing. However, if Sally moves from London to Glasgow, the pre-condition (that she is in London) holds before the action begins; the post-condition (that she is in Glasgow) holds after the action ends; and neither holds while she is in transit.
This variability in temporal structure can be captured by using the time operators we have previously used while formalising Base operators. As above, the creation of these time semantics for the verb classes we allow for constraint operators means that the substitution can proceed in a mechanical fashion. For our EnrolComposition example, the affiliate verb has the following time semantic: 8t; r:RequirementðrÞ^TimeðrÞ ¼ t ! AffiliateðrÞ ! FinishesðpreðrÞ; tÞ^Meetsðt; postðrÞÞ Finishes(pre(r),t) means that the pre-condition (that the member is not in the group) is true up until the point at which the requirement is completely satisfied-that is, when the action of affiliation has finished. Meets(t,post(r)) means that as soon as the affiliation requirement is satisfied, the post-condition (that the member is in the group) holds true.
With these three semantics in place, we can extend the semantic for our composition from Eq. 4: 
In order to find the semantic roles, we note that Matches(c,s) is satisfied by the Enrol concern, and as such we have a structure on which to use our match semantic to determine roles. The Enrol concern in the RDL decomposes the requirement into part-of-speech elements:
The match semantic here shows that the Subject is mapped to the Member role, and the Object to the Group role. Therefore, Member(s) = ''users'' and Group(s) = ''system''. Due to the XML-like structure of RDL, this mapping can be performed automatically with an appropriate textual parser. Applying the verb semantic to the roles and introducing the time semantic yields: AffiliateðsÞ ! preðsÞ ¼ :Inð''user''; ''system''Þ^postðsÞ ¼ Inð''user''; ''system''Þ FinishesðpreðsÞ; TimeðsÞÞ
MeetsðTimeðsÞ; postðsÞÞ ð6Þ
To expand our formalisation further, we need to examine the final element of the composition, the Outcome operator.
Outcome operators
The outcome operators specify the result of a composition occurring. Recall that in the general form of the composition (Eq. 1) the outcome operator determines not only the satisfaction of the outcome's semantic query, but also the satisfaction of the constraint. There are three outcome operators: Ensure, Satisfy and Monitor.
The simplest operator is Ensure, which takes no semantic query and states that the conditions of the constraint must hold in the composition. Therefore: 8s; t:EnsureðcðsÞ; tÞ ! cðsÞ ð 7Þ
The operator Satisfy is equally straightforward, simply stating an extra set of requirements that must be rendered true by the application of the constraint: 8s; t:SatisfyðcðsÞ; tÞ ! ðcðsÞ ! tÞ ð 8Þ
However, Observe is considerably more complex. This states that after the composition has been applied, a period of observation must follow to ensure that the constraint has been upheld. We must therefore introduce a time element to the composition rule: 8s; t; c:CompositionðcÞ ! ObserveðcðsÞ; tÞ ! 9i; j:Meetsði; jÞ^TimeðcÞ ¼ i^MonitorðcðsÞ; jÞ^Monitorðt; jÞ ð 9Þ
where Monitor describes the active observance of the constraint after the composition has occurred. The definition of Monitor is necessarily context-dependent. Again, these formalised operators can be automatically substituted into the previous formula. With these definitions in place, we can extend Eq. 5 with the outcome operator: 
Formal conflict detection approach
Once compositions have been formalised, we can proceed with the conflict detection process. In order to detect potential conflicts between compositions, we take the logical conjunction of their formalisation. The idea behind this is that certain types of conflict will manifest themselves as logical inconsistencies when two or more compositions are applied to the same set of requirements. 6 The number of predicates involved in a formalisation may well mean that the full logical conjunction of compositions is quite large, and as such the problem space will rapidly increase. However, the method by which we construct the compositions allows us to only consider part of the formalisation, meaning we can reduce the effort in detecting potential conflicts. An outline of the process can be seen in Fig. 5 , which we will explain below.
Comparing temporal structure
The first step in detecting a potential conflict is by considering only the temporal structure of the compositionsthat is, the time semantic of the constraint operator and any temporal information provided by the base operator. The intuition here is that conflicts have the capacity to occur when there is temporal overlap between compositionsthat is, when their conditions for satisfaction have to hold at the same time. Note that temporal overlap does not necessarily imply a conflict, but the lack of temporal overlap means that we will not find the ''logical impossibility'' conflicts we are looking for with this method. This has the potential to drastically reduce the scope of the conflict detection effort, thus improving the scalability of our technique.
The conjunction of temporal elements leaves us with the problem of determining whether overlap actually occurs or not. For example, imagine we have three conditions X, Y, and Z. Imagine also that we know that Before(X,Y) holds true (X is satisfied at some point before Y), as does During(Y,Z) (Y starts and finishes while X is ongoing-see Fig. 4 for these and other definitions). What is the relationship between X and Z? Can they hold at the same time, or are they temporally exclusive?
In order to solve this, we take an axiomatic approach, as advocated by [7] . That work defined a table of transitive relations between temporal operators, allowing the computation of the ensuing relation when the operators are combined. In the case of our above example, the combination of Before(X,Y) and During(Y,Z) yields a network of possible temporal relations between X and Z-namely, Before, Overlaps, Meets, During and Starts (the proof of this relation is left as an exercise for the interested reader). Therefore, there exists a potential conflict between X and Z, as some of these possible relations require that X and Z hold at the same time. 7 Using this set of relations, we can continue to compare further temporal operators to determine the presence of a potential conflict.
Comparing verb semantics
Once a possible conflict has been identified, we compare the logical conditions that can hold at the same time in order to find any logical incompatibility. This comes down to comparing the conditions introduced by the constraint operator, instantiated via the match semantic (e.g. predicates such as In(''user'', ''system'')) in the previous example.
This process can be performed manually by inspection, or with an automatic theorem prover such as Prover9 [32] . This can be done at an abstract level if the predicates within the conjunction are the same-e.g. if the conjunction contains assertions such as PresentðxÞ^: PresentðxÞ: The meaning of Present is then irrelevant, as this will always be a semantic conflict. If the conjunction contains multiple predicates (such as PresentðxÞ^AbsentðxÞ;) these may need to be broken down into finer-grained logical definitions (i.e. AbsentðxÞ ! : PresentðxÞ) if we are to find a conflict automatically.
Semantics of a conflict
Once a conflict has been detected, it is initially expressed in terms of the predicates within the composition-using a theorem prover, this will be in the form of a counterexample. As these predicates expressed the semantics of the original compositions, the semantics of the conflict are therefore clear, as we will demonstrate in Sect. 4. The requirements engineer can then revise or restructure the compositions as necessary to eliminate the conflict.
Evaluation
The auction system
This evaluation is designed to serve as a proof of concept of our approach, and to show how the pairwise comparison of formal compositions can find conflicts in a guided fashion with appropriate tooling. We will discuss the efficacy of the approach in Sect. 5, and posit some early conclusions to be further expounded in a fuller case study.
The evaluation is based on an online auction system sourced from http://www.lgl.epfl.ch/research/fondue/casestudies/auction. The auction system is a non-trivial application which describes an online auction system in which registered customers can buy and sell goods with a credit account. The system was expressed in the RDL in [30] , to which we have made a few small changes, and we have formalised the compositions using the approach outlined above. The results of this formalisation process can be found in Appendix A. 7 Note that X and Z may actually be temporally exclusive if the Before(X,Z) relation holds true, but we cannot tell whether this is the case from the information we have here.
Conflict detection
We illustrate the potential for conflict detection using the two compositions EnrolComposition (as presented in Sect. 3) and LoggingComposition, presented below. These compositions were formulated in the RDL as presented in [30] , and so are not contrived for this paper. The compositions were formalised using the process we outlined in Sect. 3. The LoggingComposition has the pre-condition that the user is a member of a system but is not yet authenticated, and a post-condition that the user is a member and authenticated. As we have already explained, the basic method for revealing potential conflicts is to examine the logical conjunction of the two compositions (EnrolCompositionL oggingComposition;) but the granularity of our approach allows a more refined strategy. First, we examine purely the temporal structure of the conjunction, considering only the time semantic of the constraint operator as well as the base operator: 
We can first analyse the potential temporal overlap of Time(s) and Time(t)-that is, the time taken for the EnrolComposition and the LoggingComposition to be satisfied respectively. The conjunction states that Before (Time(s),Time(r)) and Before(Time(t),Time(r)). Using axioms similar to those presented in [7] , we can prove that there are many potential temporal configurations of Time(s) and Time(t)-they could happen concurrently, one before the other etc.
With this information, we can then inspect the potential temporal configurations of the conditions of each compositions-pre(s), post(s) etc. Due to the multiple temporal overlaps we have discovered between Time(s) and Time(t), we can axiomatically prove that any combination of these conditions can hold at the same time, excepting preðsÞp ostðsÞ and preðtÞ^postðtÞ: While this is not in itself indicative of a conflict, it does represent a potential interaction. In order to determine whether a conflict has indeed been detected, we can compare the verb semantic of the two compositions As we have determined temporal overlap between all of the pre-and post-conditions, conflict detection is then a matter of identifying logical contradictions between these conditions. We can do this automatically using Prover9 [32], either proving that there is no contradiction or running the Mace4 tool within the Prover9 framework to determine whether there is a counter-example.
For example, we can check whether pre(t) and post(s) can hold at the same time. The input to and output from Prover9 is shown in Appendix B.1. As can be seen, the prover shows that there can be no logical contradiction, and thus there is no conflict.
We can also check whether pre(s) and post(t) can hold at the same time. The input given to Mace4 is shown in Appendix B.2, as is the output. Here, a counter-example is found in the form of a tableau which represent the model of negation of the conjecture.
Hence, we have found a semantic conflict, as our compositions state that there can be a time when we must satisfy :Inð''user''; ''system''Þ^Inð''user''; ''system''Þ. We can also clearly see the semantics of this conflict-as both compositions require that they be satisfied before any other requirements, a user is allowed to log in before he/she is enrolled in the system, which is not possible. With this conflict detected, we can emend our composition to reflect that we must enforce the order of enrolling first and then logging in Constructing the semantic as before and performing the conjunction yields no conflict, as the pre-condition of logging in pre(t) = In(''user'', ''system'') must necessarily occur after the process of enrolling.
We can demonstrate the effectiveness of the granular approach to conflict detection by use of another example in the auction system. Two of the compositions clearly affect the same set of requirements-namely ConcurrencyComposition and ManageBidComposition 1 (Appendix A.3 and A.4, respectively). We can see that both affect all base requirements where relationship = ''bid''. We might surmise that this is likely to yield a conflict. However, taking their logical conjunction yields the following temporal formula: As before, we look for temporal overlap between Time(s) and Time(t). They are linked through the satisfaction of the bidding requirements (Time(r)) such that Before(Time(s),Time(r)) and Concurrent(Time(t), Time(r)) both hold. Axiomatically, this means that Time(s) and Time(t) cannot overlap, and thus the kind of conflict we are looking for cannot exist. We can thus end the conflict detection effort here.
Discussion
The above proof of concept is insufficient for properly evaluating the cost benefit of the approach, and a future quantitative study will reveal this information. In lieu of this, in this section we take a qualitative approach to evaluating the approach on various criteria, namely
• the validity of deriving formal semantics from natural language; • how well the approach captures natural language semantics; • how robust the approach is to different types of change;
• the scalability of the approach;
• its potential for automation.
Deriving formal semantics from natural language
In this paper we have discussed the feasibility and demonstrated the process of formalising the compositions and analysis of the natural language-based requirements. Yet, any such processing and analysis is obviously bound by the characteristics of the natural language itself and we do not claim that all possible conflicts will be detected and or resolved with this approach. There are therefore some necessary limitations to our work.
First of all, the formalisation and analysis are realised upon the given natural language text ''as is''. In other words, any missing or incomplete information (both of which are endemic properties of natural language text) [25] cannot be generally identified or supplemented by our formalisation and analysis approach. We say ''generally'' as we can use some clues from our formalisation (such as a detection that an important role for a given verb is unspecified, etc.) to indicate the need for further input in a small number of cases; but even this involves text refinement requests directed to the stakeholders. For example, the Concurrency concern in the auction system is very abstract in the original document, merely stating that ''the system is highly concurrent'' and giving two examples of where this concurrency should apply. The resulting composition (see Appendix A.3) is therefore very high-level, and would be improved by input from the stakeholders.
Second, while interpreting the meaning of text, we rely on consistent use of synonyms (or, where available, ontologies) for a given domain. Yet, even such a seemingly simple assumption as consistent use of terminology is problematic when input from multiple sources (e.g. stakeholders, documentation, etc.) is being processed. For example, in the auction system, the ''user'' is variously referred to as ''client'', ''customer'', ''seller'', ''bidder'' and ''buyer'' throughout the documentation-these synonyms need to be explicitly incorporated into a lexicon in order for accurate conflict detection using our approach.
Third, the precision of tooling for the annotation and semantic classification of textual elements defines the precision of semantic query matches and their consequent analysis. While good progress is being made in natural language processing domain (e.g. the Wmatrix [31] tool has achieved 92% precision for semantic annotation and 98% for part of speech tagging), we are still far from 100% precision in any NLP annotations (due, for example, to the arbitrarily complex sentence structures afforded by natural language, presence of anaphora, etc.). This lack of precision necessarily affects the quality of our analysis results.
Moreover, the analysis is carried out upon the compositions specified by the analyst (based on domain knowledge, previous experience, etc.). There may be a number of other conflicts present in the requirements documentation. However, if the analyst has not reflected the relevant relationships in the composition specifications, such conflicts will not be detected or analysed with this approach.
Thus, while we have demonstrated the feasibility of formalisation and analysis of natural language-based requirements, this approach does not provide a universal solution for detection or resolution of all potential conflicts present in the requirements text, but only those which have been specified in compositions and to the level of information provided and correctly annotated in the text.
Capturing semantics
As explained in Sect. 2, the challenge for semantic conflict detection using natural language operators is that of capturing their semantics in a way which is both precise and useful. As we have shown, this is possible with the predicate logic approach we have taken. Temporal operators can be expressed using explicit time after Allen [7] , which means they can be reasoned about axiomatically. The mapping of natural language constraint operators to the subset of verbs initially proposed in [5] means that we can create a library of verb semantics from which a user can choose in order to reduce ambiguity (or which can be done automatically using Wmatrix [31] ). The generic composition framework can be instantiated with these specific elements and then conflict detection can proceed using a guided formal approach. In addition to the ability to detect conflicts between semantic compositions, the semantics of the conflicts themselves can be deduced from the logical contradiction between semantic predicates.
There is a potential limitation of the approach in that the library of verb semantics is restricted to those verb classes specified by Dixon [5] . The richness of the English language is such that we cannot hope to capture every possible nuance of meaning in such a subset of categories. Besides this, common verbs may well have particular meanings within a domain-specific context. Indeed, during the evaluation of the auction system we found the need to further subclass the affiliate verb to make a distinction between the semantics of joining a group (in the Enrol composition, see Appendix A.1) and authenticating oneself with a group of which one is already a member (in the Logging composition, see Appendix A.2). These extensions would require the attentions of an expert in predicate logic to add them to the verb semantic library.
Robustness
As we described in Sect. 2, the problem with specifying compositions based on syntactic references (such as requirement IDs) is that when the syntax of those references change, the compositions may refer to the wrong requirements.
The benefit of the RDL approach is that the compositions are a lot more robust to certain types of change. If the syntactical structure of the requirements change (that is, if the requirements are reordered, removed or augmented) the compositions do not need to change. If we have performed our conflict detection procedure before these changes, we can be confident that the results will still hold, as they are not dependent on knowing which requirements are constrained by the composition. This robustness means a reduction of effort in the presence of syntactical change, as repetition of the process is not required.
However, RDL compositions are fragile to some types of change, in the presence of which some repetition of the conflict detection process may be required. In particular, if the semantics of the concerns are modified, the interactions between compositions could alter and therefore hitherto undetected conflicts might be introduced. For example, consider the situation where the system changed its bidding process such that users could only make one maximum bid at the beginning of the auction, and the system automatically increased the current bid up to this maximum. In this case, this would significantly change the temporal structure and the verb semantics of the ManageBidComposition (Appendix A.4), and we would need to perform the conflict detection process again. The impact of this change is thus predicated on the cost of the approach, and so the next part of our discussion deals with the feasibility and scalability of the conflict detection effort.
Scalability
There are two concerns for scalability-that in creating the formalised compositions, and that in performing the conflict detection analysis. The scalability of the former task is greatly helped by two key features in our approach-the generic formula/substitution method, and the comprehensive catalogue of formalised operators. Creating compositions is thus a matter of parsing the RDL compositions, retrieving the corresponding formalised compositions from the catalogue, and substituting the predicates into the generic composition formula, ensuring all variables are bound.
However, there are two potential bottlenecks to this approach which stop it being fully automatable. The match semantics for our verb classes (see Sect. 3.2.5) often have multiple interpretations based on the usage of the verb, which may require human discernment. However, as we have stated, this can be automated to an accuracy of 92% by the Wmatrix tool [31] . The second issue is that verbs themselves often have different semantics based on their context, and would require user interaction to determine the correct semantics. However, even in a large document we do not envisage this to be an arduous task, though this remains open to debate until a large-scale evaluation can be performed.
The auction example we have used to motivate our approach has seven compositions. A pairwise comparison of all of these compositions to detect formalisation means analysing 7 C 2 = 21 temporal logic formulae. The growth of the combinatorial function is not exponential, but even a slightly bigger system with 20 compositions would mean analysing 190 separate conjunctions for conflicts, which would quickly become arduous.
However, this scalability problem can be ameliorated in a few ways. First, our approach can drastically reduce the scope of the conflict detection challenge by firstly considering only those combinations of compositions which can be proved to have some temporal overlap. As we stated in Sect. 3, this can be performed axiomatically using a matrix lookup, and so would be computationally inexpensive.
Second, one of the benefits of this formal semantic conflict detection is that we can potentially detect conflicts between all compositions using one pass-that is, by taking the conjunction of all the formalised compositions. Of course, this presents another scalability issue, as this monolithic composition is likely to be unwieldy. The solution to this scalability is the automation of some or all of the process.
Automation
We have demonstrated the capacity for the conflict detection approach to be automated given that the formalisation of the compositions has occurred. The first step in conflict detection-that of temporal overlap detection-can be automated using a lookup of an axiom matrix similar to that in [7] . Where more than one temporal operator exists, the process can be repeated to combine operators and produce a set of possible temporal configurations which can be checked for overlap.
Similarly, we have shown the potential for using theorem provers such as Prover9 [32] to find semantic conflicts between constraint conditions once temporal overlap has been discovered. This has the benefit of significantly reducing the substantial effort in manually finding proofs (or counter-examples) of predicate logic formulae, as well as opening up the conflict detection process to those who are not logic experts.
We envisage that the composition formalisation process itself is also a candidate for automation, as we have defined the generic framework of a composition into which specific elements can be substituted. Semantic queries can be automatically transformed from key-value pairs such asall requirements where relationship=''bid'' into logical predicates such as Vr. Relationship(r) = ''bid''. As we are using a subset of natural-language operators, once these operators are formalised they can be automatically substituted into the composition. The use of a tool such as Wmatrix [31] can aid in the process of resolving match semantic ambiguity, with the proviso that user input may still be required in particularly difficult cases.
Therefore, most of the analysis can be performed in a scalable fashion using existing off-the-shelf tools, which makes our approach feasible. The exception is the formalisation of RDL compositions, which we consider future work. We illustrate this automated tool framework in 
Related work
Some existing research has considered the problem of requirements composition and both formal and informal approaches have been proposed. Araújo et. al. [33] model crosscutting concerns as scenarios, which are then composed with non-aspectual scenarios by transforming both sets of scenarios into state machines and performing state machine synthesis. This clearly has an application for conflict detection, though it lacks the benefits which semantic conflict detection brings. Laney et al. [34] introduce a new form of Problem Frame called a Composition Frame, which expresses the requirements of composition. This allows the domains of two Problem Frames to be combined, enabling conflict detection and arguments for satisfaction to be stated and checked. These approaches clearly aim to address the same problem as we do, with the major difference that our compositions are based on natural language semantics and thus can retain the intent of the requirements engineer more intuitively.
Brito et al. [35] use Multiple Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) techniques to conflict detection in aspectual requirements definitions. Their approach applies weights to the non-functional concerns within the requirements which represents their relative importance to stakeholders. The synthesis of these weights can reveal potential conflicts in the judgement of these stakeholders and improve trade-off analysis. This work takes a higher-level and subjective view of conflict detection based on stakeholder-attributed importance, rather than the low-level logical incompatibilities we aim to unearth using our approach.
Mehner et al. [11] identify interactions between aspectoriented requirements as expressed in UML models. This is clearly a step beyond our work in the software development lifecycle, as we work directly from the requirements documents themselves as expressed in the RDL. The approach produces a categorisation of conflicts which gives some hint as to their semantics, but are still expressed in terms of their syntactic impact on UML models.
Within the field of requirements engineering, there exists valuable work on the formalisation of requirements for various ends. Nelken and Francez [36] have presented a system for the automatic translation of natural language system specifications into temporal logic, with the aim of producing input for model checking. Similarly, Katz and Rashid [37] have proposed a method for producing temporal logic proof obligations from aspectual requirements and thus detecting conflicts using a model checker. However, neither approach can perform the conflict detection at the requirements engineering stage as ours can; nor can they provide much insight or preserve intent in the architecture derivation stage. Letier and van Lamsweerde [38] have proposed an approach which can derive operational software specifications from system goals, guaranteeing correctness via incremental construction; but the method must start with formally specified goals and not naturallanguage requirements.
There has been much work outside of the requirements engineering community on the formalisation of natural language. The challenges in this area are extremely complex-a useful formalisation must handle such difficulties as the inherent ambiguity and flexibility of language, recursion, cultural nuance and the accurate mapping of syntax to semantics. It seems unlikely that a true automatic formalism of natural language will ever be discovered. However, there have been significant advances in our understanding of the semantics of natural language, which has led to many attempts at a partial formalisation.
As we acknowledged earlier, our work owes a debt to that of Allen, both in the field of temporal intervals [6] and in modelling action verbs [7] . We have shown the benefit of using a predicate logic with explicit temporal elements, and the separation of time semantics from verb semantics, both of which ideas were introduced to us through Allen et al.'s work. There is a huge body of work on the modelling of temporal events, notably from Galton [39] , who criticises Allen's use of temporal intervals and proposes a revision which includes continuous time. For our purposes, we find that using temporal intervals allows us to accurately express temporal relationships, and gives the ability to see potential conflicts clearly.
Gomez and Segami [40] present an analysis which can infer semantic knowledge from a body of text, using a semantic interpreter which is grounded in a general ontology of the English language. Similar to our work, they define predicates for the roles inherent in verb classes and link them to grammatical elements. The focus of the work is very different to ours, but it is a useful demonstration of the possibility of automatically retrieving semantic meaning from natural language. Our work builds upon that of Rayson et al. [31] , which provides tool support for automatically tagging speech elements with part-of-speech and semantic tags. The high accuracy of this approach makes it very useful for the potential automation of our technique.
Future work
Future directions for the formal approach will focus on three main areas. One is the augmentation of the automated framework we have described in Sect. 5 with the development of the RDL formaliser, which will enable engineers to automatically construct formal composition formulae from RDL compositions. As we have previously stated, this can draw on previous work on automatic semantic tagging supplied by the Wmatrix tool [31] . Once this is complete, we can focus on the automatic detection of temporal overlap via the axiomatic approach we have already outlined, and the development of axioms for combinations of operators which are not covered in [7] , such as the conditional operators we showed in Sect. 3.
The second area of development is the continued effort in formalising natural-language verb operators, a notoriously difficult task due to the inherent ambiguity of the natural language. We need a thorough evaluation of the verb types and semantic roles identified by Dixon [5] , whether they are sufficient and, if not, what new semantics need to be introduced. We then need to develop the library of verb semantics, including all potential variants of usage, such that engineers can precisely find the appropriate semantics which correspond to those expressed in the RDL compositions.
Finally, we aim to conduct a full-scale quantitative evaluation with a focus on the cost benefit of adopting the approach using the tool support and verb semantic library we develop. This will compare both the effort expended in using the approach, and the accuracy and precision of the conflicts detected compared to a manual effort.
Conclusion
The semantics-based composition mechanism for aspectoriented requirements, based on natural language operators, brings with it crucial benefits in the retention of intent of the requirements engineer and in combating pointcut fragility. However, the benefits of semantic reasoning can not be fully appropriated unless we can precisely reason about natural language. Without this precision, we can clearly see the semantics of a composition, but reasoning such as conflict detection is at best ambiguous and subjective.
The formalisation of these operators, backed up by a generic composition formalisation framework, means that engineers can now precisely capture the semantics of natural-language based compositions in a way which facilitates rigorous reasoning. This rigour, along with the predicate logic format of the formalisations, means that conflict detection between compositions can now be performed precisely. As the compositions are based on the semantics of the requirements themselves, rather than the artificial structure of a requirements document, we can readily infer the semantics of conflicts and give guidance as to how to resolve them. Also, we can be sure that these formalised compositions will remain stable in the presence of change, and thus the conflict detection process is robust.
The difficulty and scale of the conflict detection task makes tool support vital. We have shown that our approach can be supported by a suite of off-the-shelf tools, meaning that it is scalable and feasible even for large requirements specifications. Further automation is possible, such that there can be a complete tool framework from RDL compositions to conflict detection.
